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1. INTRODUCTION 
Wisconsin 53201 
It is our goal to obtain the asymptotic integration of the linear differential 
system 
x’ = A(t)x (l-1) 
through the representation of a fundamental solution matrix X(t) in the form 
X(t) = P(t) (I +- o(l)) exp Jt cl(s) ds, (l-2) 
with P(t) and n(s) explicit and computable. Such a representation implies that 
the change of variables x = P(t) y  transforms Eq. (1.1) onto 
Y’ = VW + R(t)1 Y, (1.3) 
for which there exists a fundamental solution matrix of the form 
Y(t) = [I + o(l)] exp j’ cl(s) ds. (1.4) 
If the linear differential system (1.3) is in L-diagonal form, n(t) = 
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diag&(t),..., W)>7 II WI EL’@, > a>, and if fl(t) satisfies the dichotomy 
condition that for each index pair j # k, one but not both con&ions 
(a) lnn;up J’ Re[Aj(s) - &(s)] ds = +a 
to 
and 
(b) liE$f j’ Re[Aj(s) - Ah(s)] ds = -CC 
to 
(1.5) 
hold, then there exists a fundamental solution matrix for (1.3) of the form (1.4). 
This is Levinson’s Fundamental Theorem [12, pp. 11%1221, which is the basis 
for our theory. Hence, we will have achieved our goal if we can construct 
suitable P, A, and R. 
Let 
x = P(t)w (W 
and consider the resultant linear differential system w’ = B(t)w under the 
assumption that B(t) = A(t) + V(t), where A is a diagonal matrix and V(t) 
is small in some suitable sense aa t -+ co, i.e., we consider 
w‘ = [A(t) + V(t)]w. (l-7) 
If Levinson’s theorem does not apply to Eq. (1.7), we utifize the transformation 
w = P + QW, W3) 
where Q(t) = o(1) as t + co, with the normalization diagQ(t) E 0, to obtain 
the iinear differential system 
11’ = [A(t) + P(t)]?& (1.9) 
If Levinson’s theorem applies, i.e., if P(t) - diag P(t) ELM 1 and if A(t) + 
diag 9(t) satisfies the dichotomy condition, then we have effected the required 
asymptotic integration. 
If P(t) - diag 9(t) # L1, but it is better in some suitable sense, we may 
consider iterations of transformations (1.6) and (1.8). 
The matrices Q(t) and 9(t) satisfy the equation 
(I+Q)P=AQ-QA+V+VQ-8’. 
Our normalization diag Q = 0 implies that 
diag 9 = [diag V + diag( VQ)][1+ o(l)]. 
1 By this we mean I/ P - diag r jj EL’ for some matrix norm. 
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If we can choose Q in an appropriate manner so that (in at most a finite number of 
repeated applications) P(s) - diag P(s) EP, we will have achieved our goal 
subject, of course, to A + diag P satisfying the dichotomy conditions (1.5). 
In Section 2 we show how to systematically choose Q in a suitable fashion 
so that: 
(i) We obtain the standard asymptotic integration results which are 
based on Levinson’s theorem [3, pp. 93-941 (see [5, 71); 
(ii) we show that many special equations (including that of the adiabatic 
oscillator) which were treated by ad hoc methods can be fitted within the 
framework of this theory (see [I, 8, 14-161); 
(iii) we show how the asymptotic integration theorem of Hartman and 
Wintner [lo, pp. 71-721 can be treated by this general theory (see Section 2(iii)); 
and 
(iv) we provide a method for a systematic extension of these results to 
a wide class of problems (see, e.g., Section 3 for an LP version of the Hartman- 
Wintner theorem and Section 4 for some special examples). 
2. PRELIMINARY TRANSFORMATIONS 
Cure (i). Consider the equation 
(I+Q)p=AQ-QA+v+vQ-Q (2.1) 
in the case when d is a diagonal matrix for which A --+ A, as t -+ co, A,, is a 
constant diagonal matrix with distinct eigenvalues, and V(t) -+ 0 as 2 -+ co. 
For t sufficiently large, the matrix A + V will have distinct eigenvalues, say 
hi(t) + d,(t), i < i < rz, and there exists Qr(t), diagQr(t) = 0, such that 
(I+ 121)-V + V(I + 81) = d + D, 
where D = diag(d, ,..., d,} and A = diag{h, ,..., A,}. Furthermore, Qr inherits 
the regularity properties of V, i.e., Qr = 0(/i V 11) as t -+ co, Qr is differentiable 
whenever V is differentiable and Qr’ = O(ll v’ 11) as t --+ co, etc. 
The existence of a suitable diagonalizing matrix I + Q1 is equivalent to the 
existence of a solution Qr = o( 1) as t + co of the equation 
V+Q,P =AQl-524 + v-t VQl. (2.2) 
If we select Q = Qr , diag Q, = 0 satisfying Eq. (2.2), the resultant P = V, 
of Eq. (2.1) has the form 
VI = D - (I+ Ql)-‘Ql’, where Q1’ = O(ll VII). 
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Thus we have achieved our goal for cases in which V’ is more regular than Ii in 
the sense of absolute integrability. This procedure was utilized by Levinson [ 121; 
see Lemma 1 in [7; pp. 2-61 for additional details. 
Since diag Q, =: 0, D = diag((1 -:- Qi)D}, and Eq. (2.2) yields 
and 
D = diag V + diag VQ, 
(I + Q,)(diag V + diag VQ1) = .4Ql -- Q,V -{- V -t VQ1 . (2.3) 
This suggests that instead of solving Eq. (2.3), which is a system of quadratic 
equations in the components of Qi , WC solve the linear system of equations 
AQa - QaA + V + VQz - diag{V -L VQ,} - Qa diag V = 0, (2.4) 
diag Q!, = 0, which yields an approximation for Qi in the sense that Qz == 
Q1 + o(]l Q1 1;“) as t + co. Utilizing Q -: Qa in Eq. (2.1) we obtain P = V, , 
where 
V? = VI t- O(i’ V ,i3) as f + 30. 
If instead of solving (2.4), we let QB denote the solution of the simpler system of 
linear equations 
AQs - QaA - V - diag V == 0, diag Q!, I=- 0, (2.5) 
we obtain an approximation Qa = Qi + O(l’Q, “) and the utilization of Q = Q3 
in Eq. (2.1) yields P = V, , where 
v, = v, -7 O(li v ij”) as t-co. 
These procedures were used by Devinatz [5] and Fedoryuk [6]; see, e.g., 
Lemma 2 below Ref. [7], and Remarks (2.1)-(2.6) for additional details. For 
applications of these transformations to achieve extensions of Levinson’s 
theorem, see [7, Theorems 1, 2, and 31. 
Case (ii). Consider Eq. (2.1) in the case that A = 0, i.e., 
(I+Q)P :-= V I- VQ -Q' (2.6) 
and V-diag V is conditionally integrable for t 3 t, . In this case, we utilize the 
solution 
Q = Q*(t) : \” [V(s) - diag V(s)] ds 
* T, 
of the equation 
V - diag V -- Q4’ := 0, (2.7) 
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which satisfies diag QJ = 0 and &24(t) = o(1) as t + co. Substituting (2.7) 
into Eq. (2.6), we obtain 
P = V, = (I + o(l))(diag V + VQ4), 
which is an improvement to V. 
The result of Wintner [ 161 is an example of this case under the more restrictive 
hypotheses that V is conditionally integrable and 
V(t) im V(s) ds ELM, 
which implies that the corrsponding P EL’. 
Clearly, this procedure can be applied in the case that A(t) = o(1) as well, 
to obtain 
(I+Q)V=AQ-QA+diagV+VQ, 
for which the resulting V may be an improvement to V. 
There are wide classes of problems ( y’ = A(t)y) which can be reduced to 
this case through the use of bounded linear transformations with bounded 
inverses. These may be used to achieve, for example, A = 0, A(t) = o(l), or 
V-diag V conditionally integrable. For some applications of these methods, 
see the examples in Section 4 or in [8], where the cases of the physically important 
adiabatic oscillator are treated. 
Case (iii). In Eq. (2.1) we now determine Q as a solution of the equation 
AQ-QA+V-diagV--Q’=O, diag Q = 0. (2.8) 
In this case, we first make the assumption that A is a constant diagonal matrix 
A = diag{h, ,..., A,}, where Re hi # Re hj if i # j and V-diag V E Lp for some p, 
1 < p < 03. Letting Q = &), 1 < K, j < n, qii = 0, 1 < i < n, from (2.8) 
we obtain the (uncoupled) system of scalar differential equations 
q& = (h - &i) qij + uij Y 1 <ifj<n. (2.9) 
If Re(& - hj) > 0, we choose the solution 
4dt) =- s m e(ni-A,)(t-s) zlij(s) ds t 
and if Re(h, - Ai) < 0, we choose the solution 
!&r(t) = s 
t e(ni-hjN--s) Q(S) ds. 
to 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
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Note that by extending the functions in the integrand of (2.10) and (2.11) to 
the whole real line so that they are zero outside of their natural domains, both 
integrals can be expressed in the form 
g(t) = ji” h(t - s) D(S) ds, 
-cc 
(2.12) 
where h(u) E .I?( - CO, $ co) and V(S) ED{-co, +a~). 
A standard result from real analysis, see e.g., Rudin [13; pp. 146-1481, 
implies that g(t) EP( - co, + co). Hence there exists Q(t) E LP satisfying (2.8), 
diagQ(t) = 0. 
Next, we show that Q(t) --f 0 as t + co, which guarantees that the matrix 
[I + Q(t)] is invertible for t sufficiently large. First consider g(t) defined by 
g(t) = ia eh+%(s) ds, Reh>O. 
Using Holder’s inequality, we have 
I g(t)1 < (L” / ehr(t-a) 1 dsj”’ (km 1 v(s)p)1/‘, 
where I/r + l/p = 1. Hence 
1 g(t)/ s$ (l/r Re X)l/r (I” I n(s)]” ds)l” 
and since v ELP @ >, 4J, I ml - 0 as t-+co. Similarly, if g(t) 
Jil eA’t-8’ ‘u(s) ds, Re X < 0, t > t, , then 
I&>l d [( I eAr(t-s) 1 ds]“’ [il I v(s)/” ds]“‘, 
where l/r + l/p = 1, hence 
1 &)I G [, Re;+ t1 - ex P( T Re ~(t - TV)]“’ (1: 1 zi(s)(p ds)l/’ 
< [ 
1 
Y Re(--h) 
]l” (J;, 1 v(s)l” 1)“‘. 
Hence for prescribed E > 0, there exists t, sufficiently large such that for al1 
t>tr,]g(t)l <Eandsog(t)+Oast-+oo. 
We remark that if (1 = cl(t) = diag{h,(t),..., h,(l)} and for each index pair 
i f k, 
I WW - WN 2 P > 0 
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for all t sufficiently large, and if we replace exp[(Aj - hk)(t - s)] by 
exp[.f: P,(u) - M41 d u in (2.10) and (2.11), then these integrals can be 1 
expressed in the form (2.12) where h EL~( --a~, + co) and the above arguments 
show that in this case as well, there exists a solution of (2.8) having the desired 
properties. We now formalize these results as 
LEMMA 1. Let (1 = diag{X,(t),..., x,(t)} and for each index pair j # k ussume 
that / Re(&(t) - &(t))j > p > 0. I f  also V(t) - diag V(t) ~Lp(t 3 to) for 
somep, 1 < p < co, then there existsQ(t), with diagQ(t) = 0, such that 
AQ-QA+V-diagV--Q’=O, (2.13) 
Q(t) ~Lp(t 3 to) &Q(t) + 0 as t -+ co. 
This lemma can be used to prove the following 
THEOREM (Hartman and Wintner [IO; pp. 71-721). Let n(t) = diag(h,(t),..., 
h,(t)) be continuous for t > t, and ussume that for each index pair j # k, 
1 Re(hj(t) - hk(t)l 2 p > 0. Furthermore, assume that V(t) is continuous for 
t > t,, and V(t) E L”(t, , co), 1 < p < 2. Then the linear differential system 
x’ = [A(t) + V(t)]x has u fundamental solution matrix satisfying, us t --f 03, 
X(t) = [I + o(l)] exp (11 [A(s) + diag V(s)] ds) . (2.14) 
Proof. According to Lemma 1, there exists Q EL”(& , co) satisfying (2.13), 
diagQ=O and Q(t)-+0 as t-co. Utilizing the transformation x = 
[I + Q(t)] y, we obtain y’ = (A + P) y, where (I + Q)p = diag V + VQ; 
hence for t 3 t, sufficiently large, 
P(t) = diag V(t) + R(t), 
where R(t) = VQ - Q(I + Q)-l(diag V + VQ) E Ll(t, , co) since the product 
of two Lp functions is in L *j2. Moreover, the dichotomy condition (1.5) is 
satisfied by A(t) since 1 Re(h,(t) - h,(t))1 > p > 0 and therefore the integral 
in (1.5) tends at least exponentially either to + cc or to --co. Therefore (1.5) 
is satisfied by A(t) + diag V(t) since this corresponds to an additive change in 
the integrand by an LP function and for such a function 
I 
t 
z(s) ds = o(t) as t-+09; 
to 
hence this change does not influence the limit. Therefore, we may apply 
Levinson’s Basic Theorem to obtain the asymptotic integration of y’ = 
IJti(t) + diag V(t) + R(t)1 Y and the theorem of Hartman and Wintner is 
proved. 
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3. AN Lo HARTMAN-WINTNER THEOREM, p > 2 
If A(t) = diag(h,(t),..., h,(t)} satisfies the condition 
I WW) - UN > P > 0 for t > t, , i #jj, (3.1) 
and V(t) EL*, 2 < p < co, then utilizingQ(t) from Lemma 1 in the transforma- 
tion x = (I + Q) x1 , we obtain, as before, the linear differential system 
Xl’ = [A + diag V + VQ - Q(I + Q)-l(diag V + VQ)] x1 . (3.2) 
Levinson’s Basic Theorem is not applicable since the off-diagonal terms are 
generally in L”‘2. We now perform an iteration of the method of Section 2(iii) 
to obtain, after a finite number of steps, an L-diagonal system. We formalize 
this procedure as 
LEMMA 2. If A, = A satisjes (3.1) and V, = V ELM, 1 < p < co, there 
exists, for t su$iciently large and each nonnegative integer i, Qi , Vi , Ai such that 
A,Qi - Q,A, + Vi - diag Vi -Qi = 0, diagQ, = O,Qi = o(1) as t -+ w; (3.3) 
(I + QJ Vi+l = diag Vi + ViQf; (3.4) 
and 
A,+l = /li + diag Vi . (3.5) 
Proof. The existence of Q,, satisfying (3.3) (i = 0) follows directly from 
Lemma 1. For i > 1, A<(t) has the form At(t) = A(t) + D(t), where D(t) EL” 
for some p, 0 < p < w. If in the proof of Lemma 1, we replace A(t) by 
A(t) + D(t), this corresponds to replacing the exponentials in (2.10) and (2.11) by 
where S(u) EL”. Since J-i 6(u) du = o(t) as t -+ 03, the resulting Qi satisfies 
(3.3). 
Note that Vi - diag Vi EL”~-~; hence if k is chosen so large that 2k > p, 
then the transformation x = nfzi [I + Qi(t)] xk yields the linear differential 
system 
Xk’ = P4tc(t) + V&)1 XI; 9 (3.6) 
which is in L-diagonal form. Utilizing Levinson’s Basic Theorem, we obtain the 
following 
THEOREM. Let A(t) = diag{h,(t),..., A,(t)} be continuous and satisfy (3.1) for 
t > t, and let V(t) be continuous and in L”(to , w) for some p, 1 < p < W. If k 
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daotes the least positive integer such that 2k > p, and if A,(t) is constructed as 
the kth iterated diagonal matrix according to (3.3), (3.4), and (3.5), then for 
t > T 3 t, su$iciently large, the linear differential system x’ = [A(t) + V(t)]x 
has a fundamental solution matrix X(t) satisfying as t -+ CO 
X(t) = [I + o(l)] exp J: A,(s) ds. 
4. EXAMPLES 
Our methods can be used, for example, to obtain the asymptotic integration 
of the differential equation 
xv + (1 + t-” sin ht)x = 0, 01 > 0. (4.1) 
To illustrate both the method and the form of the results, we will consider the 
special case 01 = $. (The cases 01 > 4 are covered by the results of Harris and 
Lutz [8, Theorems 2.1 and 2.21.) 
EXAMPLE 1. [A # al, f2, 01 = &I. 
This example has been treated in detail [8, Example 31 and the method 
consists of two iterations of the technique of case (ii). The resulting asymptotic 
integration yields a fundamental system {xl(t), x2(t)} of solutions satisfying, 
ast+co, 
xl(t) = cos(t + y log t) + o(1) x2(t) = sin(t + y log t) + o(l), 
xi(t) = -sin(t + y log t) + o(1) x2’(t) = cos(t + y  log t) + o(l), 
where y = [4(X2 - 4)]-1. 
EXAMPLE 2. [A = 1, 01 = $1. 
The differential equation x” + (1 + t-l’” sin t)x = 0 is transformed by 
means of 
into the two-dimensional differential system 
sint i 
Y’ = m  ( 
-e--2it 
-e2it -i y* i (4.2) 
Letting 
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where 
412 = -(4f1/2~-1(~--it _ +-3it), 
q21 = (4t1/3)-1(Qe3it - &), 
and noting that Q(t) = O(t~l/~) as t - 00, the transformation y = [I + Q(t)]u 
yields (for t sufficiently large) the differential system 
where 
A(t) = (i,‘16t) &g{- + + $$it + e-sit, $ - $it _ Se-2it}, 
‘(‘) = h (-i + +2it _ e4it 
--I + 4 3e -2it _ e-4it 
() !  
> 
and 11 R(t)/1 EL, . Since 
ices t 
exp - ( 1 pi2 =1+gf + O(t-9 
as t + cc, the transformation 
v 
leads to the differential system 
v’ = ;, H Iif -i3) + A(t)] 21, 
where 11 R(t)11 E L1. The matrix 
has eigenvalues &51/s/6 with corresponding eigenvectors 
! f(i 7 5112/2) 1 ) ; 
hence the constant transformation 
v=Pw= ( 
$(i - 5V2/2) f(i + 51j2/2 
1 1 ,w ) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
leads to an L-diagonal system to which Levinson’s Fundamental Theorem can 
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be applied. Thus we obtain a fundamental solution matrix X(t) ,for the system 
corresponding to the original differential equation which satisfies, as t 4 co, 
or equivalently a fundamental system of solutions {xl(t), x2(t)} for the original 
differential equation satisfying, as t - co, 
xl(t) : P[sin(t - Is) + o(l)], x2(t) - t-P[sin(t + P) + o(l)], 
q’(t) - P[cos(t - p) f  o(l)], x;(t) = t-0[cos(t . f  ,kq + o(l)], 
where p = 5l/2/24 and /3 = tan-151’2, 0 < /3 < 7r/2. 
EXAMPLE 3. [A = 2, 01 = 61. 
The differential equation X” + (1 + tY2 sin 2t)x ; 0 is transformed by 
1 
lY 1 
into the two-dimensional differential system 
where 
and 
where 
and 
Letting 
and 
A(t) = -& diag(1 - +(e4it + @it), --] + .$(&it + e--4it)} 
V(t) = ( O 
%l 
F) , 
v12 = (1/8t1/2)(‘&-2it - ze2”t + e4it - e-4it) 
V 21 = (l/8tl12)(2e-2it _ &Sit + e-4it - e4it). 
q,2 = (~/~p/z)(e-lit -, pt _ 1,4tt _ @--4U) 
4 
21 = (;/&ll")(e--"it + ,Zit + a,-4it + ae4it), 
(4.5) 
then (for t sufficiently large) the linear transformation y  = [I + Q(t)@, 
Q(t) = (0, “;“) = O(t-112) as t -+ co, 
4~9/57/3-7 
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takes (4.5) into 
u’ = [A(t) + A(t) + P(t) + R(t)]u. (4.6) 
Here, 
d(t) = diag{/f,(t), ia(t)}, 
where fi, , fi, , 8,s , 6,, are all O(t-l) as t + CO and are conditionally integrable, 
and /I R(t)]/ ELM. We remark that the above choice for Q(t) corresponds to Case 
(ii); i.e., Q(t) = j’: V(s) ds to within L1 terms. Finally, letting u = [L + &(t)]v, 
where 
we obtain an L-diagonal differential system for v to which Levinson’s Funda- 
mental Theorem applies. Thus we have a fundamental solution matrix X(t) 
for the system corresponding to the original differential equation which satisfies, 
ast-+co, 
X(t) = (-f f) (yy e(t) (; _:) (I + o(l)) je11;t1’2 e-(l/2,t’lo ’ O ) 
or equivalently a fundamental system of solutions (xl(t), x2(t)> of the original 
differential equation which satisfies, as t --f CO, 
x1(t) = wqcos t + o(l)] x2(t) = e-“lz)t”2[sin t + o(l)] 
xl’(t) = e(1/2)t”z[-sin t + o(l)] x2’(t) = (+/zW’* [cost + o(l)]. 
We have achieved the L-diagonal form in this example through the use of 
transformations I + Q(t) twice under Case (ii). We remark that an L-diagonal 
form could have been achieved in one step by means of I + Q(t) in the spirit of 
Case (iii) by choosing appropriate solutions of the matrix differential equation 
Q’-V+AQ-QA=O. 
In this case, we take 
where 
q12(t) = -et”’ j” e--s”ev12(s) ds 
t 
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and 
q21(t) .= e-+ jt: e~“*v,,(s) ds. 
An integration by parts shows that qij(t) = O(te112) as t + 00; thus y = 
v-t Q( >I Y Id t w ie s an L-diagonal form immediately. 
The function t+ sin At, a > 0, is a special example from the class of finite 
linear combinations of functions of the form h(t) sin At (or h(t) cos ht), where 
h(t) is of bounded variation and in some Lp class, 1 < p < co. Differential 
equations X” + [I + g(t)]x = 0 with pertubations g(t) from this class have been 
studied through the use of the Priifer Transformation by Atkinson [l], Kelman 
and Madsen [ll], and Hartman [9], who obtain the asymptotic integration in 
the case that all solutions me bounded. [For h(t) = t- 112, this case is characterized 
by h f 51, %2]. Atkinson [l] has also used an argument of a more topological 
nature to study the exceptional cases h = -C_l, f2, h E BV n L3, for which he 
obtains less precise asymptotic formulas. 
Our methods also apply to differential equations with perturbations from this 
more general class. In particular, the assumption h E BV n Lp and X, omitting 
certain discrete values, implies that V is conditionally integrable and a finite 
number of iterations of the transformations (1-t Q) under Case (ii) leads to an 
L-diagonal system. However, the resulting asymptotic integration may appear 
different due to the presence of terms in the exponential which may be included 
into o(l) terms. We note, moreover, that our methods can be systematically 
utilized to obtain the asymptotic integration in both the bounded and unbounded 
cases and apply to systems as well. 
Finally, as an illustration of the method of Case (iii) and the results of Section 3, 
we consider 
EXAMPLE 4. X” - (1 + &))x = 0, dt) ELM, to). 
This differential equation has also been treated by Bellman [2, p. 1331 through 
the iteration of a related Riccati equation. The differential equation is tranformed 
by means of 
into the two-dimensional differential system 
Y’ = [(-:, ;) + B (-’ -f)]Ys 
9J 
(4.7) 
which we write as 
Y’ = k4l + 4 + VY, 
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where A,, = diag{-I, l}, and A, = diag(-y/2, p/2). Letting 
! 0 e-21 1 s w12(s) e2s ds Q(t) = 4, -e2t I fU wzl(s) eczs ds 0 I? 
we recall from Lemma 1 that /I Q(t)/1 ELM, Q(t) = o(1) as t + co, and Q satisfies 
Q’= V+A,Q-Q/l,. (4.8) 
Hence the transformation y  = [I + Q(t)@ takes (4.7) into 
u’=[~,+~,+~Q-Q~,+~Q+RI~, 
where 11 R 11 ELM, 
(4.9) 
VQ = diadw12g219 wd z 4 , 
and we note that 11 A, I/, 11 P/j EL s/s. Making another application of the method 
of Case (iii), we let 
0 e-2t 
s 
t * w12(s) e2* ds 
Q(t) = to 
-e2t m  
s 
wzl(s) e-z8 ds 0 
t 
and note that jl Q II fsL3i2, Q(t) = o(l) as t --f CD. Hence II = [I + Q(t)lw takes 
(4.9) into the L-diagonal system 
n’ = [Al + -4 + 4 + QJ, II a II EL1> (4.10) 
and applying Levinson’s Fundamental Theorem we obtain a fundamental 
solution matrix X(t) for the system corresponding to the original differential 
equation which satisfies, as t -+ 00, 
Therefore we obtain i a, fundamental system of solutions {xl(t), x2(t)> of 
a? - (1 + p))x = 0 which satisfies, as t -+ CO, 
xl(t) = (1 + o(1)) exp 1 -t - ;t St: v(s) ds + 4 St: q(s) [: ~(7) e2s-2r dr ds/ , 
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and corresponding expressions for xl’(t), xa’(t). These expressions can be made 
to look more symmetric by noting that (by interchanging the order of integration) 
m q(7) e2s-2s dT ds 
= i: ds) e-2s l: F(T) e2’ d7 ds + Lrn ~-J(T) e-27 [: v(s) e28 ds d7; 
hence the sum of the terms in the above exponentials is 
Using Holder’s inequality and v E La, it is easily seen that @(t) = o( 1) as t -+ 00. 
Therefore we obtain an asymptotic representation for xl(t) of the form 
as t + cc. Our treatment allows us to correct misprints in the coefficient of the 
double integral and the sign of the exponential; see [2, p. 1331. 
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